26" PORTABLE ALUMINUM TOOLBOX

- Heavy duty tread brite aluminum construction with welded seams — no spot welding
- Powder coat or brite finish
- Holds either metric or S.A.E. tools
- Lid secures tools in position when closed
- Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use
- Lock cylinder has double-cut keys for easier locking and unlocking
- Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture
- Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access
- Sturdy side handles make moving easy
- Tool inventory at a glance
- Limited 5-Year Warranty

Dimensions:
26 in W x 18 ¼ in H x 17 ½ in D
(660 mm W x 460 mm H x 441 mm D)

Net weight:
53 lbs. (24 kgs)
Capacity: 5,667 cu. in.
(92,866 cu. cm)

1. S.A.E. combination wrenches up to 1¼” (17 pegs can hold up to 3 combination wrenches per peg)
2. Screwdrivers and/or nut drivers
3. 1"", ⅜", and ¼" ratchets and extensions
4. ¼” regular S.A.E. sockets up to 9/16” (18 pegs)
5. 1” deep S.A.E. sockets up to 1¼” (18 pegs)
6. ½” deep S.A.E. sockets up to 1¼” (16 pegs)
7. ½” regular S.A.E. sockets up to 1¼” (16 pegs)
8. Hammers, pipe wrenches, hack saws, pry bars, universal socket sets, terminal kits, hand cleaner, penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches and other large tools
9. Socket tray lifts to access tools underneath
10. Universal socket sets, terminal kits, hand cleaner, penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches and other small hand tools
11. Pliers, tape measures and other miscellaneous small hand tools
12. ⅜” deep S.A.E. sockets up to 7/8” (13 pegs)
13. ⅜” regular S.A.E. sockets up to 7/8” (13 pegs)
14. Punches, chisels, hex key sets and other miscellaneous hand tools

Label trimmed size: 28.25” W x 17” H (71.8cm W x 43.2cm H)